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set not covered by any member of the family. By dualizing the proof that A(m) -► D we show that wD -» C(m). The weak dominating property, wD, says that no small family contained in uiw dominates every element of u". Let A(m) stand for the proposition that the union of less than continuum many measure zero sets has measure zero. Let B(m) mean that the real line is not the union of less than continuum many measure zero sets. Let U(m) stand for the proposition that every set of reals of cardinality less than the continuum has measure zero. And finally, let C(m) stand for the proposition that there does not exist a family I of measure zero sets such that I has cardinality less than continuum and every measure zero set is covered by some element of I. (The letters A, B, U, C are short for additivity, Baire, uniformity, covering.) A(c), B(c), U(c) and C(c) are defined similarly with "first category" (meager) replacing measure zero. Of course, these properties make sense for any ideal of sets of real numbers. The following implications hold for any nontrivial ideal (I should contain all singletons but not the whole real line):
A C \ y U For example, to see that U => C suppose J Ç I covers every element of I. Then pick for each J e J some xj $ J. Then the set {xj : J G J} will not be in I.
Next, let us introduce two properties concerning the eventually dominating order on w". The symbol "V°°" stands for "for all but finitely many", and the symbol "3°°" is short for "there exist infinitely many". The symbol D (for dominating) stands for the property that for every J Ç u;w of cardinality less than continuum there exists gEww such that for all / G 7, V°°nGa; f(n)<g(n).
The property wD (for weak dominating) is defined exactly the same, except the conclusion is 3°°nGw f(n)<g(n).
Note that for every compact subset K of ww there exists /ew" such that K Ç Kf = {g G wu: Mng(n) < f(n)} and also for every / G wu, Kf is compact. Let b stand for the cr-ideal generated by the compact subsets of ww. The following implications are easy to verify:
Tomek Bartoszyñski (Warszawa) has shown that D holds iff every union of less than continuum many compact subsets of ww is meager.
The following diagram adds the properties D and wD to the preceding diagram. All the nondotted implications hold for the ideal of measure zero sets and the ideal of first category sets. In addition, the dotted implications hold in the case of first category:
In the case of category, these implications are already known. To see that A(c) =*■ D we have the following result.
Theorem 1 (Miller [2, 1.2]). A(c)oB(c) + D.
The implication wD =^ C(c) is a corollary to the proof of Theorem 1. For completeness we will give the proof here.
Definitions. For t a finite sequence in 2<ÜJ let [t] = {x G 2^ : t C x}.
Lemma 2. Suppose M Ç N are models ofZFC* (some reasonable finite subtheory of ZFC) and for every nowhere dense closed set A coded in N there exists a first category set B coded in M such that AÇB.
Then for every /eJVnww there exists ageMf\uju such that for all n < ui"', f(n) < g(n).
Proof. Suppose / G NCíoj" and for every g emCiuj" 3°°n g(n) < f(n). We may assume that / is strictly increasing. Let Uk = f(k). Note that for each X G G is obviously closed nowhere dense, and we claim that it is not covered by any first category set coded in M. To see this, let {Cn: n < ui} be an increasing sequence of closed nowhere dense subsets of 2W coded in M. Construct (in M) an increasing sequence m,k < <jJ for k < uj as follows. Let mn = 0. Given mk choose ruk+i so that for every s G 2m" there exists t G 2mk+1 such that t Ç s and [t] r\Ck = 0. Since 3°°fc3¿ n¡ < mfc < m^+i < n¡+i, it is easy to see that for each n, CC\Cn is nowhere dense relative to C, hence G is not covered by Un<w Cn-□ Theorem 3. wD =* G(c).
Proof. If C(c) fails and u;D is true, then clearly by the reflection principle there are models M Ç TV of ZFC* satisfying the hypothesis of Lemma 2, but not the conclusion. D Remark.
Of course, the amount of ZFC used in Lemma 2 is trivial and the reader can easily construct from a covering family of meager sets a dominating family in ww. Nevertheless, we prefer this statement of Lemma 2 as it emphasizes the connection between our properties and extensions of models of set theory.
Remark.
The implication A(c) => D is proved by using a sort of dual of Lemma 2. Namely, suppose M Ç N are models of ZFC* and there exists a first category set G coded in N which covers every nowhere dense closed set coded in M. Then there exist f eNdui" such that or all g G M n w", V°°n g(n) < f(n). Proof. Clearly (3)=> (1) and (2)=> (1). Define x « y for x, y G 2W iff V°°n < w x(n) = y(n) and define X* = {y G wu: 3x G X x x y} for X Ç 2U. For any X Ç 2W, X has first category iff X* has first category. Also, for any XÇ2" first category, there exists P Ç 2W nowhere dense such that X Ç P*. To build such a P proceed as follows. Consider forcing with the partial order P whose elements have the form (n,P) where n < oj and P Ç 2W is a nowhere dense closed set. Order P by (ñ,P) < (n,P) iffñ >n,PDP, and for every s G 2" if [s]CiP* 0, then [s]nP ¿ 0 (i.e. (n, P) says the perfect set we are building looks like P up to level n). If G is P-generic over M, then let Pg be the closure of [j{P: 3n (n,P) G G}. Pq is a nowhere dense closed set such that for all P nowhere dense closed sets coded in M there exists n such that for all x G P there exists yePcx \ (oj -n) = y \ (ui -n). Thus if P = Pg for some G P-generic over a countable M containing a code for X, then X Ç P*. To see that (1)=*(2) suppose that X is first category and coded in N. Let P be nowhere dense and X c P* ■ By (1) there exists Y first category coded in M and P ÇY. Then Y* is first cateogry, coded in M, and X Ç Y*.
To see that (1)=>(3) first note that by Lemma 2 every /eJVilw" is dominated by some g G M flw". Suppose P is closed nowhere dense and coded in N. Since P is covered by a first category set coded in M we can find (in M) a set {rn : n < u)} Ç 2W which is dense and disjoint from P. In N there exists feu" such that for all n < oj [rn\f(n)]nP = 0. V°°n g(n) < fG(n).
Proof. Suppose 3°°n /g(ti) < g(n) and let h G ww be strictly increasing and for each n, fa(h(n)) < g(h(n)) and g>(/i(n)) + h(n) < g(h(n + 1)). (Thus the intervals [g(h(n)), g(h(n)) + h(n)) are disjoint.)
For x e 2" and n < m < w, x \ [n, rn) = 0 means that x(2) = 0 for all integers I with n< I <m. Let P = {x G 2W I Vn x [ [g(/iO))> ff(M*0) + h(n)) = 0}. Now P is a closed subset of Hg and we will show that P is not contained in G, a contradiction. Define the clopen set Gfc for each k < uj by G_i = 2W and Ck = Ck-i n {x G 2" : x [ [ff(/i(fc)), g(/i(fc)) + fc(fc)) = 0}. Now P = f\<w Ck and thus by compactness it is enough to show that for all k <ui, -'(Ck Q G). This will be shown by proving that p(G n Gfc) < ¿¿(Gfc).
Claim. fi{G n Gfc) < (l/2h<fc>) /¿(G n C7*-i) + efe(k). Proof.
(1) n{G n Gfc) < fi(G -Gg(h(k))) + ß(Gg{h{k)) n Cfc),
fj,(Ggfhfk)) n Gfc) = --ß(Gg(h(k)) n Gfc -1), 2"(fc) (4) ¿^»n^^^onL icense or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use Formulae (1) and (4) are trivial. Formula (2) follows from the fact that fo(h(k)) < g(h(k)). So G -Gg(h(k)) Q G -GfGih(k)) which has measure less than e^fc). Formula Remark.
Here is an updated version of the chart from Miller [3] . That chart was first made by Kunen [1] .
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